
Walton & Hersham Labour Party 
 
Present at the meeting of Thursday 14th January 2016: Irene Hamilton, Peter Jepson, Richard Leonard,  

Katrina Jepson, Vera-Anne Anderson, Sandra Buck, Julie Crook, Pete Crook, Steve Smith, Heather 

Smith, Daniel Ewen, Margaret Hawkes, Dick Tyte, Fred Green,. 

(1) Apologies: Caroline Ingram, Chris Satterthwaite, Sue Cooper, Sarah Adams,   

 
The Regional Office also apologised for an incorrect date for candidates who wish to become PCC 

candidates. The final date is Friday 15th January 2016 for anybody interested in standing. 

 

(2) Minutes of the previous meeting approved as an accurate record.  

 

(3) Under matters arising the Secretary explained that www.whlp.org.uk has been 

developed along with accompanying Twitter, Facebook Google pages. Three 

people responsible for posting, administration, and moderation: Dan Ewan, 

Margaret Hawkes, and himself. He pointed out that any one of them had the 

authority to remove any offending posts (without the consent of the others). 

So, if any members had any concerns about content the agreement was that the 

post should be removed by any one of the three of them.  

 

(4) The Chair, and the Secretary, explained the boundary changes and the major 

impact it will have for Hersham and Field Common.  

 

(5) Margaret Hawkes, Richard Leonard, Peter Jepson were eligible to stand as 

candidates for Elmbridge Council. Sadly, Fred Green and Dan Ewan do not 

meet the length of membership criteria by around 5-6 months. So they cannot 

currently be candidates. After speaking and answering questions; Margaret 

Hawkes was selected to stand in Walton Central, Peter Jepson in Hersham 

Village, Richard Leonard in Walton North. From the questions raised by Party 

Members, it was clear that the need for housing should be a major issue in the 

election. It was also felt that Walton Wards could have a common leaflet, with 

a separate leaflet for Hersham Village in light of the boundary changes. More 

candidates needed. 

 

(6) Agents are needed, with Vera-Anne offering her assistance. More needed. 

 

(7) EU Campaign, agreed that Vera-Anne Anderson and Sandra Buck should 

utilise the web pages to promote a positive EU message (liaison with the 

Secretary and/or Dan Ewan for web postings). Their names will be passed to 

the CLP Secretary. 

 

(8) Treasurer gave a report that £2028 was in the bank as per a machine print out 

given to him.  The Chair explained that over £1400 had been transferred from 

the old Walton LP Branch which had been inactive for years so there was 

probably no account details for that branch. She does have statements etc for 

the old Hersham Branch that she is passing to the Treasurer. Officers to meet 

at the bank the following day to sort out signatories, name change etc. 

  

(9) Under AOB it was agreed that the AGM should be in May/June 2016.  

 

http://www.whlp.org.uk/

